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LEV Product Groups
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Muscle Electric Vehicles

LEV Product Groups:
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Pure Electric Transportation Vehicles
LEV Groups

LEV Product Groups:
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Pure Electric Recreational and Sports Vehicles

LEV Product Groups:
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Pure Electric Work Assist “Vehicles”

Robots: Similar Technical Requirements As LEV’s
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Robots for versatile usage: Home service, personal
assistance, entertainment, communication...

Common Aspects in LEV Technology
All 4 LEV product groups and the robots share the main components like charger, battery, motor
controller and motor. Sometimes there are several units of one of these components combined
in one vehicle like several motors, several batteries and several chargers.
Since the LEV Industry is still in the kindergarden stage and the main growth is still on the
horizon it is time to think about how to remove obstacles for market growth.
Since the Bicycle is something very individual I believe that it needs a bicycle like industry to
generate a extreme wide variety of products to full-fill all customer requirements.
Such a market needs a standardized communication interface to allow a rapid growth into many
millions of reliable and long lasting, easy to service products.
The LEV Industry has to learn from other industries:
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Examples of EnergyBus components
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EnergyBus Scematics:
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EnergyBus partners and their strength:
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c&s Group:
Worldwide authority in bus protocols, testing and
certifying of bus systems
ITRI Institute:
Taiwan government Institute to support the local
Industry with state of the art technology. Perfect local
certification partner and promoter. Partners with the
city of Kaohsiung to implement EnergyBus plug
parking and charging stations.
ExtraEnergy e.V.:
Worldwide authority in LEV testing and independent
promotion, most visited LEV site online, alliances
with world leading trade magazines, since 11 Years
responsible for the LEV section of IFMA (Bicylce
Show in Cologne)

3 EnergyBus Meetings 2005
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EnergyBus.org
Organizations behind:

EnergyBus.org
Early promoters:

- ITRI Institute, Taiwan
- C&S Group FH Wolfenbüttel
- ExtraEnergy e.V.

- DIGALOG
- ADDA / Schlicker
- others…
Steering committee
C&S, EE, DIGALOG,…

Work Task 0:
- fix market requirement
- estimate cost (patent-lawyer, design-CI,coordination,...)
Work tasks 1:
- fix protocol to be used for EnergyBus
- fix protocol content
- fix plug specifications (how many connections,… )
Work tasks 2:
- plug development by ADDA / Schlicker
- CI EnergyBus.org to be finished by Norbert Haller
Work tasks 3:
- organize publication seminar to promote the EnergyBus.org Idea
- invite the LEV Industry to join the EnergyBus organization as Adaptors and
organize in SIG (Special Interest groups)
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Not New:
We All Know It...
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Cycling Is Good!*+**

*) Because frequent cycling is good for health!
**) Because cycling is the only mobility beside walking which could be used by every human being on
this earth - at least taking the space, material and energy resources in consideration!

The Bicycle Of The Future Is Called Pedelec!
If we look around in the modern product world, it is easy to see that there is electronic almost
everywhere in a dominant position in enhancing the product value and functionality of the
products! Sometimes the product with added electronic functionality has opened completely
new applications like the typewriter which ended up in a communication machine the computer!
Some well known examples from our daily life:
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Broad Product Range Potential:

Wellness
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Shopping

Mix-Mobility

Best-Ager

Family
Tourism

Cargo

Cycling To Work

Express-Mail

Requirements to get an ExtraEnergy Test Predicate
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This year shows a big difference to earlier years on the requirements for receiving
the ExtraEnergy predicates.
Some years ago it was enough to have a well performing product and only a few
breakdowns during the test period. Today much more is requested:
-

having a vehicle build to last
good serviceability and product support
good instruction manual
good human interface

This explains why two technically outstanding products in the test even did not
get a good predicate. Both are candidates for a very good if there would not have
been some weak points in the above mentioned points.
BinBike has got the best range together with a good assistance factor - but the
test team believes that the the service ability issues will turn a happy customer
into a very unhappy in case of defect. A well trained dealer could remove this
aspect completely - with some details modified the BinBuike could achieve a very
good or good.
Quite similar the eZee bike which has outperformed in assistance factor
everything in this category. But some bicycle components which have been used
seemed the ExtraEnergy test team not a acceptable quality option.

Easy to use results - new graphic concept 2006
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Since technical data are not so easy to read we show the results always in
direct comparison to all competing products from the same category.
Everyone understands: Green is better and red is worse!

ExtraEnergy Test 1992 - 2006
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ExtraEnergy Product reviews have started with a publication in 1992.
On the next pages I have summarized the results of the main product test
since 1992 until 2006.
The products involved in these statistics are actively marketed products of
the EU market and especially the German market. If such a statistic would
have done for the Chinese or US market the results would differ strong!

Range: Slow Increase
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Average Speed: Almost Stable
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Vehicle Weight: Almost Stable
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Average Vehicle Sales Price: Strongly Increased
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Assistance Factor Uphill: Strong Increase
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Mountain Range: Strong Increase
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Assistance Factor Everyday Track: Slight Decrease
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Battery Sales Price: Strong increase 1999-2006
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Battery Weight 1999 - 2006 has been reduced
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Sourcing Countries for Motors
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Drive Unit Principles
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Sourcing Countries for Batteries
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Battery Chemistries
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Lithium is The Promising Technology!
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But Lithium Technology is potentially dangerous and several Lithium Batteries
on the market should not be sold anymore because they are a big risk for the
future acceptance of LEV’s!
A accident with a EU customer of a Taiwanese electric bike system happened
on 26th of January 2006 is explaining why ExtraEnergy is pushing for a zero
tolerance policy for not mechanically intrinsic safe Lithium Battery packs.
Please be aware that there Lithium battery technology has many variations and
careful selection of the suitable supplier and battery type can decide about the
success of a product and a company in the marketplace!
I believe several companies will loose millions due to product returns and
claims of customers. Maybe some manufacturers will even go to jail in case of
dead customers!
Safety is possible but today many companies play on a high risk!

Paris: January 26, 2006
Taiwanese DIY electric bike
Lithium Is The Promising Technology!
kit customers garage fire!
40 000 Euro damage only
due to good luck! Since
But Lithium Technology is potentially dangerous and several Lithium Batteries
on the market should not be sold anymore.
Customer was still awake
and fire department was
A accident with a EU customer of a Taiwanes electric bike system has
called immediately!
experienced in January 06 a tremendous fire in his bicycle garage. Fortunately
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Lithium Is The Promising Technology!
But Lithium Technology is potentially dangerous and several Lithium Batteries
on the market should not be sold anymore.
A accident with a EU customer of a Taiwanes electric bike system has
experienced in January 06 a tremendous fire in his bicycle garage. Fortunately
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Lithium Is The Promising Technology!
But Lithium Technology is potentially dangerous and several Lithium Batteries
on the market should not be sold anymore.
A accident with a EU customer of a Taiwanes electric bike system has
experienced in January 06 a tremendous fire in his bicycle garage. Fortunately
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ExtraEnergy Safety Test Laboratory

Technology
Safety test laboratory to execute the LEV Pack safety protocol developed by ExtraEnergy
together with the ITRI, the ZSW and the University of Graz for Deutsche Post AG
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General Test Preparations and Conditions
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The batteries provided by the manufacturer are packed in the original housing
including BMS with the full functionality as intended for the later use with Deutsche
Post AG. To check the full functionality the Batteries will be discharged with 1 C to
check the capacity and performance capability to ensure that they are real batteries
and comparable with the Battery tested in the pretest. Before testing the batteries
will be charged with the originally delivered charger which was used as well before
discharging. Now the direct wires will be used for the abnormal charging and short
cut test which go around all electronic safety devices.
Abnormal charging
The fully charged Battery pack (with the original charger) will be charged through the
direct cable set which is bypassing the safety circuit with C1 A (if the Battery has 10
Ah it will be charged with 10 A) for five hours. The voltage will go up to 1,5xU (the
system voltage times 1,5 / the test voltage is 36V x 1,5 = 54V).
Short circuit
The test is executed by using the direct cable link to the battery terminal. The test is
finished after the current gets almost zero and the case temperature gets back to
room temperature plus 5 celsius.
Crush test with edgeless object cylinder
The test will be carried out at room temperature for the battery pack fully charged
perpendicular to the longest axis of the pack. Maximum deformation force will be
limited to 10 tons. The deformation will be realised by the slow intrusion of the
cylinder by means of a hydraulic press.

Current Status: Sanyo NiCd 24V 5 Ah Package
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Overcharge: heavy leakage and smoke Short cut: Leakage and smoke, Crush only small mechanical damage

Example: Safety-Test Report ENAX Japan

crush, short-cut and overcharge
safety-test passed!
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Some facts about the tested battery pack
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Li-Ion Manganese soft pack Cells in a series configuration
Cell-type: ENW-M70A
24V 16 Ah at 1 C discharge rate (min. test requirement 5Ah)
Max Discharge Current: 35 A (min. test requirement 30 A)
Discharge Cut off Voltage 20V
Battery Weight 5,66 kg (with first case new one is less heavy) (max 7,5kg/
16,5lbs including battery case)
Size: 17 x 17 x 8,5 cm
Separate BMS
Contact data:
www.enax.jp
ENAX Inc. Japan
Contact person for inquieries:
Mr. Ozawa
E-Mail: info@enax.co.jp

Crush test with edgeless object cylinder
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Test result:
No smoke no leakage! No fire no explosion!
Comments about the test:
The edgeless object cylinder has easily crushed the case until it has touched
the cell stack, there it has stopped left just a minimum deformation of the
cells behind. On the picture it can not be seen since it is so small.

Short circuit
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The result:
No smoke no leakage! No fire no explosion of the battery! Just the cables
melted away due to the high current ( 398 A at 24V!!!) this has caused some
light effects inside the battery case and some smoke of the melted teflon
cable.
Comments about the test:
The cable has acted as a fuse in fact. The high current capability has helped to
remove the short cut situation quickly.

Overcharge 1 C and 1,5U
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The result: passed no fire no explosion!
Comments about the test: The current acceptance of the battery has dropped
within the first hour fast from 16 A to about 1,5 A It has stayed there until
about 8,5 h later when it finally came to a standstill at 0 A. The Battery case
temperature has reached a peak of 28,8 C after 1 hour. Shortly after 5 hours
the case bolds have been cracked and the cells have continued to expand for
the next 3,5 hours until the current acceptance has stopped by the cells.
The amazing thing of this result is that the temperatures have been always
very low and there was no leakage and no gassing of the cells at all.

the pack in the middle of the
expansion even

the final situation when the
current has stopped as well
as the expansion after 8,5 h

the case just before cracking
(about 5 hours after start)

Safety assessment
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ENAX has proven that Lithium Batteries are not dangerous, that they are in
fact much safer than NiCd and NiMhd batteries.
This has been proven in this case where the battery was able to expand.
A mechanic unplug solution like it has been implemented by LG would
secure this level of safety as well in a case where the expansion would not
be possible as in the tested one (but maybe even without the expansion
possibility the cells would have been safe).
Unfortunately the UN Transport regulations do not jet take in consideration
the technological level of safety as it has been reached by ENAX. That is why
the dangerous goods regulation has to be applied as well for the safe ENAX
cells but not for more dangerous NiCd and NiMhd cells.
ExtraEnergy will use this results to propose a to the UN a change of their
paradigms of safety. Away from chemistry based to real danger potential
based on actual standardized tests on pack level like the one suggested by
ExtraEnergy. This would open a fair competition between the technologies
and allow faster implementation of innovations in the battery field.

Current Battery technologies used in LEV’s
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8 Key factors for future LEV battery selection

Title
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Current Battery Technologies used in LEV’s
PB - Lead
7 Ah usable capacity 12 nominal 10,5 kg 210 EUR
Life time 1-2 Years = 210 EUR/year / Yuasa PB-Gel REC Giant
Lafree 1999 / 15,9 km Range (EE Test 1999)
NiCd - Nickel-Cadmium
7 Ah usable capacity 7 nominal 5,3 kg 390 EUR
Life time 5-8 years = 78 EUR/year / Sanyo NiCd 7 Ah F Size /
Sachs Elotouring 2000 / 34,7 km range (EE Test 2000)
NiMhd - Nickel-Metall-Hydrid
7 Ah usable capacity 7 nominal 4,2 kg 393 EUR
Life time 3-6 years = 131 EUR/year / Sanyo NiMhd 7 Ah D Yamaha
EASY Super 2001 / 37,2 km range (EE Test 2001)

Title

Li-Ion /Li-Polymer - Lithium
7 Ah usable capacity expected 7,2 nominal 1,9 kg 695 EUR / Life
time no real world experience yet 4-6 years expected this would be
a theoretical value of 173 EUR/year / NEC Tokin Lithium flat pack
cells / Biketech Flyer C Series / not tested jet
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Which Battery is most suited for the LEV Industry ?
There is not one answer to the question asked on this page!
In most applications the Lead Battery is dominating in total
quantity like E-Bike, Wheelchair, pure electric utility vehicles
But in the Pedelec the Ni-Mhd technology is leading the field
and Lead Batteries are just used in very limited niches. Even
Lithium Batteries have reached already a noticeable market
share in the past two years.
Generally for Pedelecs the weight and performance of the
battery matters more as the initial cost.
For the Pure electric Sports vehicles the Lead technology
dominates due to the fact that Range does not matter only
high current performance. Based on this fact the Spiral wound
Lead Battery dominates this market.

Title

Pure electric transportation vehicles use mainly Ni-Cd and Lead
batteries due to the cost and the availability. Large Ni-Cd
batteries have proven the best overall cost performance
capability due to their long cycle life in real world applications.
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PB - Lead batteries pro and cons
On a worldwide scale Lead batteries are still the leading
chemistry in terms of quantity - of course with the known
weaknesses like the short cycle life in full discharge traction
applications.
Attractive is the low price per installed Ah. But for the
consumer it is the heaviest, bulkiest and most expensive to
use if you consider the annual costs occur.
For the EU market it has to be considered that this technology
will be banned some day by law. Actually which year these laws
will come into full application is still difficult to say today.
I expect that the market for PB batteries will continue to be
large, but I do not expect large performance increases or new
technologies coming up in the PB Battery world.

Title
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NiCd - Nickel-Cadmium
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NiCd batteries are the most reliable chemistry in terms of cycle
life and most economically if you consider the running costs of
your vehicle.
As no other system they take high currents with an ease and
have almost no difference in capacity between a 1c and a 3c
discharge.
For the EU market it has to be considered that this technology
will be banned some day by law. Actually which year these laws
will come into full application is still difficult to say today.
I do not know any battery maker who is investing anymore a
substantial amount of money into this technology. I expect that
the NiCd technology will stay in several applications, maybe it
will take some market shares which have been occupied by PB
batteries so far.
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NiMhd - Nickel-Metal-Hydrid
NiMhd batteries combine a high capacity with a affordable
price and they are environmentally a clean solution by
containing no poisoning materials like PB and Cadmium.
NiMhd is much more delicate than NiCd in terms of production
quality. The Cycle life is extremely different between the
manufacturers it can range between 120 and 800 cycles. The
cell costs do range as well in this extreme. Generally it is
possible to say that as higher the capacity as lower the cycle
life expectations should be.
NiMhd batteries are the state of the art in the hybrid car where
they have proven to be a reliable power source. In the car
industry warranties of 8 years for the battery are standard! In
my Honda insight the battery works just fine since 3,5 years
but the battery is well protected by lots of electronic and is not
used in a 100% discharge cycle as usually in a E-Bike.
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An interesting question is how the price and quality will develop
further in the next years in competition with the emerging
lithium technology for LEV applications.
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Lithium
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Lithium batteries are still new in sizes and performances which
fit to LEV applications. But the technology has proven that it is
capable to deliver extremely high currents. A open issue is still
the safety, I expect some batteries to be safe and I have
experienced that other batteries are extremely dangerous. I
recommend to always test the safety in your application and
never rely on safety statements you have got from the
manufacturer.
Around the world there is heavy investment and R&D put into
Lithium batteries. I expect many new versions to appear in the
next years. I expect as well that the price will come down
dramatically if competition starts to take action in the market
place together with some real market volume. I expect that the
Lithium battery will even force the NiMhd to go down with the
Wh costs.
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I expect that the Lithium battery will take over the LEV market
in 5-10 years like it has taken over the cell phone and laptop
market the last 10 years.

Thank you for your attention!

further informations please visit: www.ExtraEnergy.org
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